1 Background: Querying cancer genomes at single-cell resolution is expected to 2 provide a powerful framework to understand in detail the dynamics of cancer 3 evolution. However, given the high costs currently associated with single-cell 4 sequencing, together with the inevitable technical noise arising from single-cell 5 genome amplification, cost-effective strategies that maximize the quality of 6 single-cell data are critically needed. Taking advantage of five published single-7 cell whole-genome and whole-exome cancer datasets, we studied the impact of 8 sequencing depth and sampling effort towards single-cell variant detection, 9
cell cancer genomics studies. Undeniably, here we have used five datasets with 143 specific characteristics like number of mutations, number of clones, tissue of 144 origin, genomic target, sequencing depth, or amplification bias. In consequence, 145 although some general patterns seem to be more or less clear, care must be 146 taken in generalizing our findings as particular trends may vary for other cancer 147 datasets. 148
149
With this caveat in mind, our down-sampling experiments suggest that, overall, 150 larger sequencing depths for small numbers of cells (eight or less) might lead to 151 relevant improvements. In contrast, for relatively large datasets (25 or more 152 cells), our results indicate that sequencing single cells at moderate depths (i.e., 153 5x) should represent a reasonable approach to characterize the genomic 154 diversity and evolution of tumors, including the identification of putative driver 155 alterations. This is in line with the results of Zhang et al. (2015) [9], who showed 156 that for variant detection it is better to have multiple cells sequenced at low depth, particular dataset, albeit being the largest, displays a very heterogeneous 165 genome coverage for the single cells sampled which may have mislead some of 166 the analyses. Indeed, genome coverage bias has been shown to contribute to a 167 lower sensitivity to detect variants [9] , hence potentially explaining some of the 168 somewhat discordant results of the H65 dataset. 169
170
In any case, bulk germline SNVs were relatively easy to identify for the three 171 largest datasets even at low sequencing depth. This was indeed expected since 172 germline variants should be present in the vast majority, if not all, of tumor cells. 173
Nevertheless, when the number of single cells was small, the effect of sequencing 174 depth on germline SNV recall was much more pronounced and reached a limit of 175 ~75% at the highest sequencing depth (i.e., 47x) reinforcing the idea that, due to 176 the inherent bias in single-cell genome amplification, broader sampling effort 177 should be favoured over increased sequencing depth in variant detection analysis 178 [9] . 179 180 While somatic SNVs were much more difficult to detect, it should be highlighted 181 that the number of somatic mutations detected at 5x were usually at the same 182 order of magnitude than the number of mutations detected at higher sequencing 183 depths, except for the smaller datasets. Still, for the smallest dataset analysed 184 (W4), the high number of somatic SNVs detected at 5x (7406) seem plenty 185 enough to conduct many subsequent analyses, like clonal inference or phylogeny 186 reconstruction. 187
Remarkably, the somatic single-cell SNV precision was, in general, very robust 189 to sequencing depth, suggesting that lower depths do not result in new calls that 190 would not have been made at higher depths. Intuitively, this observation makes 191 perfect sense since at lower sequencing depths the variants detected tend to be 192 the clonal ones (i.e., variants shared by the majority of the single-cells sampled) 193
whereas the detection of low-frequency mutations required higher read depths 194 (data not shown). 195
196
One might be worried, however, about missing putative driver mutations, but our 197 results suggest that, as far as the number of single-cells is reasonably large (here 198 25 or more), most COSMIC somatic variants can be detected at modest 199 sequencing depths (here 5x or more). Similar results were also observed for the 200 somatic non-synonymous variants, suggesting that, in principle, many relevant 201 variants in single-cell genomes are likely to be detected at modest sequencing 202 depths. 203 independently for both samples, and the resulting SNVs subsequently merged 284 using the CombineVariants tool from the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [16] . 285
Low-quality SNV calls were removed using the SelectVariants tool from GATK. 286
The remaining SNVs were further subdivided into two distinct categories: 287 "germline" SNVs if present in both tumor and normal bulk samples, and "somatic" 288
SNVs if found solely in the tumor bulk samples. Small indels and other complex 289 structural rearrangements were ignored in order to generate a final list of "gold-290 standard" bulk SNVs. All analyses presented here were based on this set of 291 variants. 292
293
The single-cell BAM files were independently downscaled to 25, 10, 5, and 1x 294 sequencing depth using Picard [17] . For each depth level, ten technical replicates 295 were generated for statistical validation, resulting in a total of 6280 BAM files. 296
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